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Radio Communications - the enabler of 
Civil Aviation

When it all  began, Pilots were dependant on 
Radio Frequencies for Communications
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Aviation’s Safety record and Growth
related to protected radio frequencies

Aviation’s Growth to what it is TODAY is due to 
the Protection that has been given to the
Radio Frequencies for Aircraft
Communications,  

Navigation and                               
Surveillance
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WRC-03 Agenda item 1.15
(RNSS (e.g GPS/L5 & Galileo) 

versus DME and radar)

The band at 1164-1215 MHz is used by DME.  Resolution 605 (WRC-
2000) relates to the introduction of RNSS (space-to-Earth) in this band.
European aviation will require DME, at least for the foreseeable future. 
(aviation can not rely on a single space-based system due to safety & 
security reasons e.g. to avoid a single point of failure)
The ECAC NAV Strategy recognizes the importance of DME. Europe 
will require the deployment of additional DMEs (improved coverage).
As a consequence the AEA supports the need for an appropriate value 
for a PFD limit, to be agreed by the European aviation community, for 
the aggregated interference of all RNSS systems in the band 1164-
1215 MHz as a necessary protection for aeronautical DME systems. 
The agreed PFD limit should should be incorporated within an 
adequate regulatory framework having full mandatory force 
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WRC-03 Agenda item 1.15
(RNSS (e.g GPS/L5 & Galileo) 
versus DME and radar) (cont.)

The band at 1215-1300 MHz is used by long-range primary radars for 
en-route surveillance.  Resolution 606 (WRC-2000) relates, inter alia, 
to the introduction of RNSS (space-to-Earth) in this band.
European aviation will require long range primary radars, at least for 
the foreseeable future,  for en-route surveillance. Recent events (11th

September) have also stressed the importance of primary radar for air 
defense & security reasons e.g to track aircraft without transponders or 
where the transponder has been turned off.
As a consequence the AEA supports the need for an appropriate value 
for a PFD limit, to be agreed by the European aviation community, for 
the aggregated interference of all RNSS systems in the band 1215 -
1300 MHz as a necessary protection for aeronautical radar systems. 
The agreed PFD limit should should be incorporated within an 
adequate regulatory framework having full mandatory force 
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Review of the allocations and associated 
technical and regulatory provisions in the 5 GHz 

band (WRC-03 Agenda items 1.4, 1.5 & 1.6)
Agenda item 1.4 & Resolution 114 (WRC-95) calls, inter alia, for a 
review of allocations to both the ARNS and Fixed Satellite Service in 
the 5091-5150 MHz band. This band is currently reserved to meet the 
requirements for MLS assignments which can not be satisfied in the 
band 5030-5091 MHz
Agenda item 1.6 consist of a review of the band 5150-5250 MHz 
which is currently also allocated to MLS.
Agenda item 1.5 consist a review of the band 5350-5470 MHz which 
include airborne radar systems
In Europe, there are concrete plans to deploy MLS at some airports 
(e.g LHR) in order to address low visibility procedures (LVP) capacity 
issues and also to address specific problems with ILS. Studies are 
under way at other major airports to investigate the deployment of 
MLS (this is in line with the ECAC NAV Strategy).
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ARNS needed to land an aircraft in the future (item 1.4)
At the present time, an Aircraft during the landing 
phase receives guidance from the instrument landing 
system (ILS) to align itself with the runway centre 
line (110 to 118 MHz) and to sustain the correct Glide 
Path limited to 200ft (Cat.1), 100 ft (Cat. II) and on 
runway(Cat III). This Glide Path guidance is provided 
by the band 328 to 336 MHz. 
Due to the European weather environment, most 
major European airports require Cat III to guarantee 
the necessary throughput in bad weather conditions.

For an Airline, the Landing Phase is the Most 
Crucial, needing the Best of ARNS

MLS is needed in 5091 to 5150 MHz at least until GNSS can provide the required landing guidance.
We believe that WRC 2003 will be premature to decide on a total GNSS solution.

The only other system that is capable of providing 
‘Landing guidance’ upto Cat. III, is the Microwave 
Landing System (MLS). This ARNS is protected only 
within a very limited band from 5030 to 5091 MHz. 
At the present time GNSS is unable to provide even a 
Cat I service that is available with ILS. 
At least, until GNSS is certified to assure on a cost 
beneficial basis Cat. II and III capabilities, MLS may 
be needed world-wide requiring the band 5091 to 
5150 MHz as well.    

Category III Landing Guidance is needed
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Runway Incursions  - an increasing risk at busy 
International Airports (item 1.6)

Runway and Taxiway incursion 
incidents are a rising problem both in 
Europe and in the USA.
JAA and Eurocontrol have launched a 
Runway Safety initiative to prevent 
runway incursion accidents from 
happening in the future
The FAA has found that an effective 
means of prevention is by ensuring as 
much information  is made available to 
all in manoeuvring areas including 
aircraft near to touch down and taxing.
This enables all so equipped to have a 
‘clear picture’ of fixed as well as moving
objects even under very poor visibility 
conditions. This requires adequate broad 
band RF spectrum for International 
Airport usage

Milan’s Linate Airport, 8th Oct. 2001, SAS          
SK686 in collison on ground with a Cessna

118 deaths as a result of this Incursion
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Preventing Runway Incursions at International Airports
Preventing collisons between Aircraft and other 
objects that move on the surface at Airports, as well 
as are staionary, is of increasing importance.   

The US FAA plans to provide information to the 
cockpit via an Airport Network and Location 
Equipment (ANLE) that would then reduce runway 
Incursions. In a basic form ANLE is a high integrity 
Wireless LAN for the Airport area that will be 
connected to a grid of multilateration sensors.
The LAN would provide the cockpit access to 
information via a high bandwidth connection,while 
the sensors use the same transmissions to derive 3 
dimensional position of buildings.These positional 
information could then be broadcast via the same 
data link to provide all users with ‘situational 
awareness’ of the airport surface.The addition of 
simple transmitters to vehicles on the airfield would 
then provide a high -fidelity ‘picture’ of everthing 
that is permitted to move on the airport surface.

As this is a true ARNS, it qualifies to be accomodated
in the 5 GHz ARNS band,  from 5150 - 5250 MHz.

Our vision to prevent accidents on the 
surface of busy International Airports is 
by greater use of the ARNS  band to 5250 
MHz. 
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There is no ‘Aviation Fixed Service’ band that is needed for applications such as 
Airport Wind Shear radar, Remote Maintenance Monitoring (RMM) of many 
systems at Int. Airports. It  is a necessary that bandwidth for transmission of such 
short range applications be provided.
There is a need for Data-intensive services for pilots near or on airport surfaces.
The band 118 to 137 MHz, presently used for Air / Ground voice communications 
in the AM (R)S, is expected to be saturated by 2010 even with the greater use of 
8.33 KHz channel spacing, that has commenced in Europe.

Additional spectrum would then be needed.
An improved next generation air/ground communication system might also be 
required for security reasons, following the 11th September events
A need for broad band applications within Airport Terminal buildings with 
possible commercial usage has been identified.

We earnestly request your support for the need to 
preserve 5091 to 5250 MHz for Aviation beyond WRC2003

Our thoughts on the Future Applications for the ARNS  5 GHz Band

While some of the above may need reallocation action,most are Aviation safety related
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Early Air Turbulence Detection Vital for Airlines 
(item 1.5)

Airborne Weather Radars Operate on C-Band (5.35-
5.47 GHz) and X-Band (9.975-10.025 GHz). The C-
Band frequencies penetrate dense moisture better than 
the higher frequency bands and are better at detecting 
Clear Air Turbulence. They permit Pilots to see through 
dense thunderstorm cells so as to observe weather 
beyond the present threat.
The minimum discernible signal is very near the 
atmospheric noise level. Sharing is likely to increase the 
overall noise level in the atmosphere and effect the 
minimum sensitivity of the Radar. Interference will be 
first noticed in the Windshear and Turbulence detection 
modes where the receiver detects the smallest signals
(< 0dBz) normally within 5 nm of an Airport.

C or X 
Band 
Radar

Remember that a Weather Radar provides a Safety Service

Help Us to Avoid 
Weather

Reduction in the ability to penetrate or 
avoid weather as a result of sharing must 
be avoided
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Agenda item 1.11  - Secondary Allocation to the 
Aeronautical Mobile-Satellite Service in the band 14-

14.5 GHz

This issue relates to the extension of the current secondary MSS 
allocation to include AMSS for non-safety of life communications to 
aircraft.
The allocation will allow broad-band communications such as internet 
access, real time e-mail and airline information services to passengers 
and crew in-flight.

The AEA strongly supports this modification to the Radio 
Regulations as it has the potential to deliver increased efficiencies 
to airlines whilst  providing additional services to passengers.
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IMT-2000 and beyond (item 1.22)

Under this agenda item, proposals may be developed aimed at 
accomodating the mobile service providing the terrestial elements of 
IMT-2000 in bands currently allocated to the aeronautical 
radionavigation and radiolocation service between 2700 MHz and 
3400 MHz. These bands are heavily used for air traffic control radar 
surveillance functions (10 cm radar).
Existing studies have indicated that there is NO possibility for practical 
sharing arrangements between aeronautical radar stations and the 
mobile service. Therefore any proposal for introducing the mobile 
service in these bands is not acceptable to AEA. Any further studies on 
sharing must take into account the full technical and operational 
envelope of the use of radar at airports and be accepted and endorsed 
by the civil aviation authorities responsible for their operation
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Tx

HF Interference to Airline Communications with 
Air Traffic Control continues in many Regions  

(Agenda item 1.14)
At the present time, HF Voice Communication is the principle means of Air to Ground Long 
Range Communications, in many Regions (in particular oceanic and remote areas).
These Bands, though saturated,will be needed in the future to accommodate the new HF Data 
Link communications (HFDL).
It  has been found that the majority of Interference occurred in the bands 6525-6685 kHz and 
8815-8965 kHz.

Air Traffic 
Control

HF Interference to Airlines are from  non 
Aviation Sources

Tx
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Ultra Wide Band (UWB) -Airlines Growing Concerns
GPS is vulnerable to interference from increased back-ground noise.Since initial reports from the US indicate 
that UWB devices radiate into the GNSS band,there is an increasing concern from the Aviation Institutions.

An Aircraft has to be ‘seen’ by at least six GPS Satellites so as to ensure Integrity Monitoring.

Localised UWB applications may raise the “noise floor” in the GPS band above the Receiver’s sensitivity at 
or near an Airport during a critical phase of flight such as the Landing.

Brief Interference from a single UWB device could lead to loss of tracking by the GPS Receiver of many 
Satellites.

US tests show that, besides GPS, UWB may affect MLS as well at certain distances.

Aviation might be left with nothing for landing if UWB is not adequately regulated

Should UWB Interference be taken up at WRC2003?
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Cable TV Interference

This is a growing issue in Europe: the widespread deployment of 
Cable-TV networks has already resulted in interference to safety-of-
life aviation systems. There is a similar issue with Power Line 
Technology (PLT) and Digital Subscriber Lines.

There is a need, in Europe for a framework of regulation and control of 
Cable Network use of aeronautical frequencies as an essential measure 
to ensure the continuing safety of air operations.

The regulations must contain both technical and regulatory provisions
agreed with aviation authorities, which are strictly applied through
appropriate legislation.
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At WRC2003, this is not in our

The Future of International Civil Aviation 
is dependent upon Interference  Free

Radio Frequencies

but in the hands of the Telecommunications Regulators
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